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Abstract

Entity Alignment (EA) is a primary step of Knowledge Graph fusion. Though neural EA models have
been widely studied, they can hardly be deployed in practical applications for expensive annotation costs,
limited effectiveness, and poor scalability. Towards practical EA, we investigate (1) how to recognise the
most informative data samples for annotation, (2) how to devise a more effective training framework
for EA models, and (3) how to divide a large-scale EA task into small subtasks without losing EA
effectiveness. Our work would bridge the gap between the EA models designed in laboratory settings
and the requirements of industrial applications.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge Graphs (KGs) store structured knowledge – entities and their relationships – in
the form of a graph. Modern Information Retrieval (IR) systems leverage KGs to provide better
information access services. For example, search engines prefer to return exact answers stored
in KGs instead of entries of documents [1]; Recommender systems exploit the relationships
between entities to suggest interesting things to users [2]. Due to the limitations in either
knowledge source or construction techniques, most KGs suffer from incompleteness, which
limits the impact of KGs on downstream applications. Meanwhile, different KGs often contain
complementary knowledge because they are built independently. This phenomenon makes
fusing complementary KGs a promising solution for building a more comprehensive KG. Entity
Alignment (EA), which identifies equivalent entities (i.e. entity mappings) between two KGs, is
essential for KG fusion. For example, Fig. 1 presents two small KGs that contain complementary
information related to Donald Trump. By recognising equivalent entities of the two KGs (i.e.,
Donald Trump ≡ D.J. Trump and US ≡ America), we then can merge the two KGs into a richer
one.
With the development of deep learning techniques, neural EA methods become current
mainstream direction. Various neural EA models have been devised and achieve current stateof-the-art EA performance [3, 4, 5, 6]. These methods use pre-aligned mappings to learn an
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Figure 1: Example of Entity Alignment. Entity Alignment aims to find equivalent entities in different
KGs, e.g. Donald Trump ≡ D.J. Trump, US ≡ America.

EA model: it encodes entities into informative embeddings and then, for each source entity,
selects the closest target entity in the vector space as its counterpart. Though significant
progress has been achieved, some problems prevent neural EA methods from being deployed in
practical applications: (1) Expensive annotation cost. Typically, these neural EA models rely
on a seed alignment as training data. The annotation process of the seed alignment, which
involves sampling a set of entities from one KG, and seeking their counterparts from the other
KG manually, is very labour-intensive. However, the annotation budget is usually limited in
practice. (2) Limited effectiveness. When only the structure information of KGs is available, the
existing EA models can hardly achieve satisfying performance, especially when the training
data are not sufficient [4]. In addition, the experimental study reported that the neural EA
models have much worse performance in industry settings than in laboratory settings even if
the attributes are available [5]. Thus, more effort is required to improve the effectiveness of
neural EA. (3) Poor scalability. Most neural EA models are evaluated on small KGs sampled from
real-world KGs. However, two key problems arise when these models are used for large-scale
KGs, i.e. KGs with millions or billions of entities. Problem 1: GPU memory – storing all entity
embeddings requires more memory than what is available on the computer infrastructure
undertaking the task, easily causing GPUs (which often have a more limited memory than
CPU systems) to raise Out-of-Memory exceptions and errors. Problem 2: efficiency – the
time required for performing the EA task on large KGs is infeasible, despite running these on
powerful GPU infrastructure.
To address these problems, we will investigate: (1) How to reduce the annotation cost of
training EA models; (2) How to boost the performance of EA models, especially in few data
scenarios; (3) How to apply the neural EA models to large-scale KGs. As such, we are going
further towards a practical EA system.
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Figure 2: Overview of our research questions. Our focus is on: reducing the annotation cost of prealigned mappings, more effective training framework, and division of large-scale EA task.

2. Methodology
Fig. 2 shows an overview of our Research Questions (RQs). Typically, a neural EA model, taking
two KGs and some pre-aligned mappings as input, is optimised in a training framework firstly.
Afterwards, it can be used to predict more potential mappings. In the landscape of EA, the neural
EA model is under the spotlight, while other involved components are much less concerned.
Instead, our focus in RQs is on the other components:
• (RQ1) To reduce the annotation cost, we apply Active Learning to recognise the most
informative entities to annotate. Our goal is to achieve the best EA effectiveness with the
least annotation cost.
• (RQ2) For improving the performance of EA models, we propose to introduce compatibility
as another power of guiding neural EA models apart from labelled data. The learning
objectives of an EA model should not only be fitting the labelled data but also making
compatible predictions.
• (RQ3) In addition, we devise a more effective semi-supervised learning framework so that
we can exploit the unlabelled data to boost the training of EA models.
• (RQ4) To solve the scalability issue of existing EA models, we investigate how to divide a
large-scale EA task into a group of small ones without losing EA effectiveness. In this
way, the existing EA models can be used to align large KGs.

RQ1: Active Learning for Neural Entity Alignment.
We seek to reduce the cost of annotating seed alignment data by investigating methods capable
of selecting the most informative entities for labelling so as to obtain the best EA model with
the least annotation cost: we do so using Active Learning. Active Learning (AL) [7] is a Machine
Learning (ML) paradigm where the annotation of data and the training of a model are performed
iteratively so that the sampled data is highly informative for training the model. Basically, its
steps within one iteration include (1) training the model with existing labelled data; (2) sampling
more data, which are thought informative to current model, from the pool of unlabelled data to

annotate; (3) annotating the sampled data manually and adding them to the labelled data; (4)
starting a new iteration by updating the model with the updated labelled data.
Though many general AL strategies have been proposed [8, 9], there are some unique
challenges in applying AL to EA. The first challenge is how to exploit the dependencies
between entities. In the EA task, neighbouring entities (context) in the KGs naturally affect
each other. For example, in the two KGs of Fig. 1, we can infer US corresponds to America if
we already know that Donald Trump and D.J. Trump refer to the same person: this is because
a single person can only be the president of one country. Therefore, when we estimate the
value of annotating an entity, we should consider its impact on its context in the KG. Most AL
strategies assume data instances are independent, identically distributed and cannot capture
dependencies between entities [7]. In addition, neural EA models exploit the structure of KGs
in different and implicit ways [3]. It is not easy to find a general way of measuring the effect of
entities on others.
The second challenge is how to recognise the entities in a KG that do not have a
counterpart in the other KG (i.e., bachelors). In the first KG of Fig. 1, Donald Trump and US are
matchable entities while New York City and Republican Party are bachelors. Selecting bachelors
to annotate will not lead to any aligned entity pair. From the perspective of data annotation,
recognising bachelors would automatically save annotation budget (because annotators will
try to seek a corresponding entity for some time before giving up) and allow annotators to put
their effort in labelling matchable entities. This is particularly important for the existing neural
EA models, which only consider matchable entities for training: thus selecting bachelors in
these cases is a waste of annotation budget.

RQ2: Guiding Neural Entity Alignment with Compatibility
While numerous neural EA models have been devised, they are mainly learned using labelled
data only. The dependencies between entities, which is the nature of graph data, is under-explored.
In an EA task, the counterparts of different entities within one KG should be compatible – can
exist at the same time – w.r.t. the underlying dependencies. Through an experimental study,
we verified that more effective EA models make more compatible predictions. Therefore, we
argue that making compatible predictions should be one of the objectives of training a neural
EA model, other than fitting the labelled data. Unfortunately, compatibility has thus far been
neglected by the existing neural EA works.
To fill this gap, we propose a training framework which exploits compatibility to improve
existing neural EA models. Few critical problems make it challenging to drive a neural EA
model with compatibility: (1) A first problem is how to measure the overall compatibility of
all EA predictions. We notice some reasoning rules defined in traditional reasoning-based EA
works [10] can reflect the dependencies between entities well. To inherit their merits, we devise
a compatibility model which can reuse them. In this way, we contribute one mechanism of
combining reasoning-based and neural EA methods. (2) The second problem is how to improve
the compatibility of the EA model. Compatibility is measured on the counterparts (i.e. labels)
sampled from the EA model, but the sampling process is not differentiable and thus the popular
approach of regularising an item in the loss is infeasible. By overcoming these two critical
problems, we can guide the training of the EA model with an extra power – compatibility.

RQ3: More Effective Semi-supervised Learning Framework for EA
Semi-supervised learning is an approach to machine learning that combines a small amount of
labelled data with a large amount of unlabeled data during training. For example, in self-training,
which is a branch of semi-supervised learning, the trained model is applied to the unlabeled
data to generate more labelled examples as input for continuing training the model in the
next step. Generally, only the labels the model is most confident in are added at each step.
In the EA task, some semi-supervised learning strategies have been explored. In the SOTA
semi-supervised EA method [11], if two entities, one from the source KG and another from the
target KG, are mutually nearest counterpart candidates in the embedding space, they form one
pseudo mapping which is added into the training data. Though these semi-supervised learning
methods can improve the neural EA models significantly, their generated pseudo-mappings are
usually very noisy. To improve their used heuristics, we consider introducing the compatibility
measure mentioned in Sec. 2 to assist in generating more accurate pseudo-mappings.

RQ4: High-quality Task Division for Large-scale Entity Alignment
One promising solution to the scalability issue of existing EA models is dividing a large EA task
into several small and self-contained subtasks [12, 13]. Each subtask only consists of two small
subgraphs produced from the original KGs so that it fits a limited amount of memory. Existing
neural EA models can be applied to each subtask to detect unknown mappings according to
the included seed mappings, and the mappings found in all subtasks jointly form the final
alignment results. Besides solving the memory issue, such a solution also naturally provides
the opportunity to further speed up the EA task through parallel processing.
Nevertheless, task division inevitably degrades the overall alignment effectiveness, and
notable challenges arise in order to mitigate this side effect. The first challenge is how to
guarantee high coverage of potential mappings in the subtasks. The subtasks obtained by
dividing a large EA task are processed independently from each other (allowing extreme
parallelisation). It is then crucial that equivalent entities are allocated to the same subtask –
that is, the task division needs to guarantee a high coverage of the potential mappings in the
subtasks. However, it is not straightforward to detect the potential counterparts without using
the EA model.
The second challenge is how to achieve high final EA effectiveness. A subtask should contain
sufficient evidence, such as the KG structure and the supervision signals from seed mappings,
in order to achieve high alignment effectiveness. For a set of unmatched entities from one
KG, we call the entities that provide alignment evidence as context entities, and the subgraph
containing unmatched entities and context entities is called context graph. How to measure the
informativeness of context graphs and how to search the most informative context graphs are
both under-explored.
We are going to address these challenges so as to build one general EA division framework,
which can derive high-quality EA subtasks.

3. Conclusion
The neural Entity Alignment models designed in laboratory environments can hardly be used in
practice for expensive annotation cost, limited effectiveness, and poor scalability. To solve these
problems, we investigate several open questions: (1) Active Learning for reducing annotation
cost; (2) Guiding the training of neural EA models with compatibility; (3) More effective semisupervised learning framework; (4) High-quality task division for large-scale EA. Our research
complements the existing EA works and expands the landscape of EA to the under-explored
sub-areas. By driving practical EA further, our work will help produce more complete KGs,
which can support better information access services.
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